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ABSTRACT

necessary to change them· is included in the
discussion.
General,
rather
than
specific,
guidelines for setting these parameters are given
because an application's data requirements and
the computing environment in which it runs vary
greatly. It is due to this variation that the
guidelines presented here are not guaranteed to
produce the described benefits in all cases, The
best
performance
will
be
achieved
by
experimenting (tuning) witllthe parameter values.

This paper describes some of the new SAS®
database performance tuning features and provides
guidelines for their use. As is true with most
performance options, many of these featUres
improve the utilization of one resource at the
expense of another. The benefits and costs of each
new feature are examined. All of these features
are optional since the system provides defaulls.
Actual examples of performance improvements
using the new features are given. These examples
are based upon the SAS Usage Notes data set,
with which you may be familiar.

The SAS Usage Notes application is used to
demonstrate the performance improvements and
additional resource costs. Performance and cost
are measured for individual resource utilization
features.

INTRODUCTION
The portable base SAS 1/0 engine contains some
optional features that can be tuned to match an
application's resource requirements. By default,
the SAS System supplies values for these features
based upon somewhat limited data. The SAS
programmer (someone Who creates applications by
writing SAS code) is often able to determine values
for these features that will increase the
performance of an application.

Explanation of Examptes
The examples cllosen for demonstrating the new
database features reJlect a variety of applications
on a production file. The intent is to show the
effects of the new database features on a "real"
application. By using a so called "real" application
we expect to legitimize our conclusions.

We

believe the SAS Usage Notes data set
represents a "typical" SAS data set willl respect to
size and content.

There is usually a price to be paid for performance
gains. The objective of this paper is to describe
some of the parameters that control the resource
utilization and to provide guidelines so that the
SAS programmer can make informed choices
about how to set these optional parameters to
improve an application's performance.

Number of Observations: 6176
Number of Variables:
61
Record Length:
2395
And the Usage Notes data set is distributed to SAS
sites. Its content, therefore, may already be
familiar to our readers.

Three new features are presented and guidelines
are given for their use.
1.
2.
3.

The performance impact of each feature is reported
in terms of:

options to set the size and quantity of 1/0
buffers.
two kinds of data set records; ocmpressed
and un-compressed
indexes for data set variables.

-

The SAS 1/0 architecture is presented as
for
background
information
in
preparation
discussing each parameter that can affect
performance. Their default value. and the syntax

disk usage
elapsed time
CPU time
1/0 count (EXCP count on MVS)

The measurements were all done on IBM ® MVS,
but we expect tl1al similar results could be
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demonstrated on all ofthe other hosls~

Every' record must be examined in
determine that the value does not exist.

The performance of nine "typical" applications is
measured using the SAS Usage Notes dataset.
The applications include interactive queries using
the FSEDIT procedure, report generation. and batch
updates~ Each application is given a name and
described below~

order to

'FSED5 - Using FSEDIT, update a keyed (indexed)
variable in 25 reearos.
FSED6 - Same as FSED5, but the variable updated
is not keyed. The purpose of FSED5 and FSED6 is
to measure the cost of updating keyed variables.

It is important to 'understand the format used to
report the performance effects described later in
the papee Each application was run using the
default option values to generate
"base"
performance numbers. Then each application was
run to demonstrate a single option. generating
"new" performance numbers~ The performance
effect reported is new/base. Thus values close to 1
indicate little or no change in performance~ large
numbers indicate an increase in resource
utilization, that is, worse performance. Numbers
less than 1 indicate a decrease in resource
utilization, or improved performance. For example,
S means 5 times more· resources were used. and
,02 means 50 times fewer resources were used.

ADD - Use the APPEND procedure to obtain the
cost of adding 1000 new records to the data set.
REPORT- Use the TABULATE procedure to produce
a report of a subset of the records in the data set.
The report tabulates the number of SAS/GRAPH®
and SAS/SHARE usage notes by release.
BATCH - This is an application that consists of a
series of data steps and SORT procedures to
update a master file from a transaction file,
Running the BATCH example reads the original
data set and a transaciion file and recreates the
data set alter merging the appropriate data from
the transaction file. The purpose of BATCH is to
measure the performance of the kind of job that
might be run as a nightly update to a data set_

FSEDI - In the FSEDIT procedure, scroll down 100
records and up 100 records.
The purpose of
FSEDI is to measure the performance of a casual
browse of the data set.

An appendix at the end of the paper includes the
actual results from runninllthese programs.

FSED2 - Using FSEDIT, browse a subset of the
SAS/SHARE® Usage Notes with the where clause:

WHERE PROD

SAS 110 ARCHITECTURE

= 'SHARE'

SAS software is composed of three main layerS:
the applications, or PROC layer, on top, the
supervisor/engine layer in the middle, and the host
layer at the bottom. The applications layer and the
supervisor/engine layer are both portable. The
host layer is machine and operating system
dependent. This paper's primary Focus is on the
portable layers~

Scrolling down 100 records and up 100 records
measures lhe performance of a simple query~
FSED3 - Using FSEDIT, browse a subset of the
SAS/SHARE Usage Notes that concern system
abends.

WHERE PROD = 'ETS' AND KEYS? 'ABEND'
Data is organized into multiple levels of varyingsized units. At the conceptual level, the smallest
unit of data is the variable. A record, also known
as an observation, is composed of one or more
variables. The term "record" will be used in this
paper, but it is understood that "record" and
"observation" are synonyms. Moving closer to
physical storage considerations, a page contains
one or more records, and is stored on a mass
storage device in one or more physical blocks.

Scrolling down 100 records and up 100 records
measures the performance of a more complex
query.
FSED4 - In FSEDIT, ask to see a record that does
not exist on the file. This is done by using the
where clause:

WHERE PROD='NQPROD'

The applications layer manipulates data in terms of
variables and records, The supervisor/engine

The purpose of FSED4 is to force the entire file to
be searched for a particular variable's value.
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layer sees data as variables, reoords, and pages.
And the host layer sees data as pages and blocks
of files. The page size is a permanent attribute of

Four mutually exclusive cases are used to
determine the actual page size when the data set
is
created.
The
host
supplies
the

the fIIe_ A data set is a file containing observations

supervisor/engine with:

(records).
The host layer is responsible for understanding the
physical characteristics of its mass storage
devices. Thus it is responsible for determining
optimal page sizes and making that information
available to the supervisor/engine layer. The
supervisor/engine layer selects a page size based
upon one or more of the following:
1.
3.
4.
5.

...in_opt....,Ps

the .inlMUQ optimal

lItiU'_Opt-ps -

the

page size

.a~i~

optimal page size
- iha mBxi.um percent of wasted space

Nix_waste

allowed on a page

= 0 if no BUfSIZE option SPeCified

Let bufsize

::: <b$iza>

onerecpg

the SMallest pag81 rounded up to a
.ultiple of .• in-psl that will hold
one r"~rd U.e. reoord size + page
overhead + ~cord overhead)
tehracpg = the a.aliest pageJ rounded up to a

the host's block size
the host's optimal page sizes
the application's reoord size (the sum of
Ihe variables' sizes)
the record type
application-specified tuning options.

2.

page size)
- .axi.un page size

Ma)(...,.PS

~

aultjple of .in-ps, that- will hold
ten records
pagesi~. ~ ~ta

set

size

page

= percent of wasted space on a page

weste

Regardless of the case, Ihe page size computed by
the supervisor/engine must be a multiple of
min_ps, and between min_ps and max_ps.

Each open file requires one or more page-size
memory buffers to hold a file's data while it is
being. processed. The supervisor/engine selects
the number of page buffers based upon one or
more of the fallowing:

Casu 1: bufsize is non-zero

pagesize

~

KAXI onerecpg .. (( (bU'fsiza - 11
~ nin-ps)

I .in-ps) + I}

1. file open mode
2. file size

Case 2: onerecpg is larger

pagesize

3. application-specified tuning options.
C.S8

APPLICATION-5PECIFIED OPTIONS

~:

than

.ax_opt-ps

= onerecP9

fila typ. is un-co.pres$ed

(~scribad

later

in the CDHPRESS section)

pagesize is set to a nultiple of .in-ps such

that

Three tuning options are described in this section:
BUFNO, BUFSIZE, and COMPRESS. Each option
can be specified on a global OPTIONS stalement,
or may be specified as a data sel option 10
override Ihe global oplion value. For example:

= 4000;
BUFSIZE = 4000

a • • in_opi-ps

.....

b. waste <=
c. wast. is

DATA A (

Case~:

);

BUFSIZE
size and
data set.
the data
created.

.ax~waste

pagesize

is used to set the data set page buffer
thus the mass storage page size for the
The page size is a permanent attribute of
set and applies only when a data set is
The syntax is:

nax_~pt-ps

or
page sizes

{:a}.

file type is conpressed (described later
in the oonPRESS section)

pagesize

BUFSIZE

page size <=

.ini.ized for all

Ultdf$ing

OPTIONS BUFSIZE

<:

= HINC

= HAX(

tenreepg, nax_opt-ps
pagaSiZ8, nin_opt-ps )

BUFNO

BUFNO is used to specify how many page bullers
to allocate for an open dala set. Unlike BUFSIZE,
this specification is not a permanent attribute of the
data set. The syntax is:

aUFSIZE = <bsize>

BUFNO = <nbulS>

This option specifies that Ihe data sel page size is
to be sello a value at least as large as <bsize>.

Use of this option speCifies Ihat <nbuls> page
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buffers be allocated for Ihe relevanl dala set(s), By
default, one buffer is allocated,

record type is un-compressed. This option is a'
permanent attribute of the data set and has
meaning only when a dala set is created. The

COMPRESS

syntax is:

COMPRESS; <flag> ;

A dala set page contains an integral number of
records. Thus records do nol span page
boundaries, and a record plus the page overhead
bytes (approximately 32) may nol exceed the size
of a page,

If < flag > is "NO', data sets are created with uncompressed records. A value of "YES' for <flag>
specifies that compressed records are to be used.

SAS Version 5 of Ihe SAS System supports a single
internal record type: un-compressed, or fixedlength records, SAS Version 6 of the SAS Syslem
supports un-compressed records as well as a new
optional record format called compressed, or
variable-length records. A given data sel contains
only one type of record, either compressed or uncompressed records.

SAS Compression Algorithm
The compression function supplied by Ihe SAS
System Ireats the entire record as a single sIring of
bytes. Variable types and variable boundaries are
ignored. The algorithm
compresses identical
consecutive bytes into a maximum of three bytes.
from :0 to 129 blanks are compressed to 2 bytes.
From J to 65 binary zeros are compressed to 2
bytes. And from 3 to 63 occurrences of any other
byte are compressed 10 :0 bytes.

Un·compressed
records
are stored
in
an
unmodified format: numerics are stored in floating
point and characters are stored in fixed-length
fields padded with blanks according to their length
speclfication. Each un-compressed record of a

Costs and Benefits of These Options
Use of these options changes the way resources
are allocated and what algorithms are used to
process the data. This section identifies the impact
of specifying each of the options. In many cases a
combination of more than one option will be
necessary to achieve the optimal performance for a
given application. And since applications tend to
vary greatly in their processing requirements, the
option values lor one application will not
necessarily provide the same benefits for other
applications.

given data set occupies exactiy the same number

of bytes of storage.
Compressed records start with Ihe un-compressed
format but are compressed to remove redundancy.
Thus a compressed record llenerally requires
fewer bytes of storage than does its ""compressed counterpart, Each compressed record
in a given data set may be a different size.
Each page of a data set with un-compressed
records contains the same number of records_
Pages of a data set with compressed records
contain a variable number of records. The
significance of Ihis will be discussed shortly.

BUFSIZE Tradeoffs
1.

In Version 5, the only data compression feature
available was Ihe use of short numeric variables.
Version 6 adds the capability 10 compress the
entire record
regardless of its constituent
variables. A feature for supporting a user-wrillen
compression function is under consideration. Such
a function could be designed to compress specific
classes of data beller lhan the SAS general
purpose compression algorithm (described below).
In addition, such a user-written function could
provide data encryption for sensitive data.

:0.

The COM PRESS option is used to set the data set
record type, eilher un-compressed or compressed.
In the absence of a COMPRESS option, the default

4.

2.
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The use of large pages reduces the number of
1I0s needed to read/write the data set. That
is, more data is transferred per 1/0 wilh large
pages. The disadvantage is that more memory
is required for large pages.
The use of smaller pages requires less
memory but increases the number of 1I0s.
A page size may be selected that does a
better job of packing records into the page
Ihan the default algorithm. This can reduce
the data set size and thus reduce the number
of liDs 10 read/write the data set. A potential
hazard is Ihat the page size that best fits the
record size may not be optimum for the
storage device.
Selecting a page size that besl matches Ihe
characleristics of the mass storage device

may waste space in each page because the
records are not optimally packed into the
page.

Errec1s of the BUFNO Option
Base. BUFHa = 1 Ne... BUFNO = 17
Effects are New/aase

Effec1s of the BUFSlzE Option
aase BUfSIZf = 12288 New aUfslzE = 24567
Effects are New/Base
O\ange
in CPU

Change in
ELAPSED

fSED2
FSED3

fSED4
fSEDS
FSEDfJ

a-.ge in

Change in

in CPU

"ELAPSED

I/O (EXCP

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

.90

.84

.7"

.72

.62

.51

.77
.99

.64
.•9

.~2
.~

ADD
REPORT
BATCH
fSED1
fSED2
fSED3
fSED'I

.94
.92
.79

. 69

.53

FSED.5

1. •

•••
.71

.liZ

fSED6

1.0

.7'1
.81

S8
.58

Tina

ADD
REPORT
BATCH
fSED1

Change in
I/O (EXCP

a....."..

.99

1.0

count)

I..

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

.86

1.0

I,D
1 ••

1.2
1.0

1.0
I..

1.0

.'2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

.~1

The Usage Notes data set record size is somewhat
large, allowing only si)( records per page, The
choice of BUFNO = 17 was made to demonstrate
the 1/0 savings when there are enough buffers to
hold all of the needed pages, in this case 17. The
performance results show no change for any of the
programs except FSED1. the program that reads
100 .records and then scrolls back through them.
Thus demonstrating that no 1/0 was necessary for
the backwards reading.

In this example, the ·new page size was doubled.
We e)(pected and received a reduction of almost
one half of the base 1/05.' The ADD· program did not
show such a large improvement because the page
size of the data set containing the records to be
added was not increased. The ADD 1/0 count
includes lIas for the new data set (double page
size) plus II0s for the added records (regular page
size).

COMPRESS Tradeoffs

BUFNO Tradeoffs

1.

Benefits uerived from using the BUFNO option to
increase the number of buffers all require
additional memory as the cost.
2.
Additional buffers can mean fewer IrOs when
accessing pages more than once, such as scrolling
backwards in FSEDIT, or doing processing on very
small data sets. The ideal case for a very small
data set is when the number of page buffers is
equal to the number of pages on the data set.
More buffers can reduce 1/0 when doing random
processing since they increase the probability that
the desired page is already in memory. Ex.mples
of random processing include the use of fSEDIT,
the POINT= option, and use of a where clause.

3.
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In general, a data set with compressed
records requires less mass storage than the
same data set with un-compressed records.
And thus fewer lIas are required to process a
compressed record data set.
The space on a data set occupied by an uncompressed record that has been deleted is
never reused. All records added to the data
set are stored at the end of the data set.
Deleted records may be 'removed' only by
making a neW copy of the old data set.
Deleted records in a compressed record data
set are reused. The SAS System determines
where a new record is to be added. It will
reuse a deleted record's space if one of
suitable size is found, or the new record will
be stored at the end. Reusing deleted space
prevents the data set size from Increasing as
long as previously deleted records can furnish
sufficient space. Thus new records are not
guaranteed to be stored at the end olthe file.
As with Version 5, a Version 6 data set with

4.

5.

un-compressed records is addressable via
·observation number". Since a data set with
compressed records has a variable number of
records per page, it is not possible to directly
calculate the "address' of a given record.
Thus such a data set is not addressable via
"'observation number".
Record compression and the additional
bookkeeping needed to manage the reuse of
deleted record space requires more CPU time
to prepare these records for 1/0.
An updated record in a compressed record
file may not fit in its original storage location
and there may not be enough extra space on
the page. In this case, the larger record is
stored on another page with a 'pointer' to it
in the original location. Accessing this record
in the future may cause an extra 110, but no
more than one since such a record is never
more than one pOinter away from its original
location.

your application. There are more details later in
the section on TOOLS FOR EXPERIMENTATION.
A.

If you can afford the extra memory:

1.

2.

B.

If your system is memory-constrained, reduce
the page size.

C.

In general,

1.
Effects of the COMPRESS Option
Basa COHPRESS

~

NO

New COHPRESS : YES

Effects are NewlBase

rROGRAH

Change

Change in

Change ,in

in CPU

ELAPSED

X/O CEXCP

T illtS

ADD

3,0

REPORT

2.8

BATCH

3.'.

FSEDl
FSED2
FSED3
FSED<t

1.0

1.5
1.6

2.

Tine

..

'\

.71

.2'
.5z
1.0
.50

.28
.2.
.38

.41

D.

.31
.30

fs.ED§

,2'
.91

.3.

FSED6

1.1

.81

.39

3,

Using the compressed record option reduces the
data set size from 1256 pages to 349 pages, a
3.6-fold decrease in size. As can be seen from the
performance data. the number of 1I0s decreased in
proportion to the decrease in data set size. And, as
expected, CPU time increased.
Guidelines 'ar Using These Options to Improve
Performance
Use the CONTENTS procedure 10 obtain the page
size, number of pages, number of records, and the
number of records per page lOr the data set(s) in
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Change the page size if a different size
will reduce the amount of wasted space
in each page because records would be
packed more effiCiently. For one-page
data sets, use a page size that
minimizes the wasted space.,
Consult with your systems analyst to see
if a different page size would be more
suitable for the mass storage device you
are using, or if a different dellice would
he more suitable for your data.

Applications
may
access
records
observation number. Some examples are:

1.
2.

,2.

2.7
1.1

Increase the page size. The change in
page size will be approximately inversely
proportional to the change in the number
of I/0s. For example, if you double the
page size, you half the number of 1/05.
If you re-read records from a small data
set and can allocate a page buffer for
each page to be processed, you can
save the II0s for all but the first read of
the page.

by

the POINT= DATA step option
direct access by observation number to
a record in FSEDIT
the FIRSTOBS and OBS options. Note
that these options will work with a
comjlressed record file, but they may be
slower because the positioning to the
specified record will be done by a
sequential read of Ihe file.

If ac",ess by observation number is not
required, using 'COMPRESS = YES' will
generally produce a smaller dala set requiring
fewer I/Os to process. Depending upon the
host, the CPU time may not be significantly
differen1 than the time required for an uncompressed record data set

APPLICATION-SPECIFIED INDEX OPTIONS

Create an index na.ed <Index nama>

fr~

the

variabl.(s) in <variable_list> by using;

Index Overview

INDEX CREATE <index n ...>
(: l<variabl._li.t>ll[/(~ISS1(UNlquEll;

An index is an auxiliary data structure used to
assist in the location (selection) of records
specified by the value of a variable. For example
"all the records with AGE > 65'.

Il"Idaxes can be deleted by:

An exanple:

I~pEX

C.EATE E"PNU" I UNIQUE;
CREATE IlAltES = ( LASTHIlItE

FRSTNAHE );

INDEX DELETE
2.

In addiUon, a given index may be specified to
contain only unique values. The creation of such an
index also prohibits duplicate values for its
variable(s) from being stored in the data set This
option is very useful for prellenling duplicate values
from incorreclly getting into a data set for variables
such as social security number. By default,
duplicate values are permitted. in an index and thus
in its data sel.

S4l.~Y

AGE;

The SQL procedure supports index creation
and deletion. and the UNIQUE optiOn. Note
that the variable list requires that variable
names be separated by commas (the SQL
convention) instead of blanks (the SAS
convention).
Create a regular or cohPoslte index on a table
by using:
c:MEATE [UNIQUE] INDEX <index 'nane> ON

<table_naMe> ~<varlable_~l;t»;

Delate an index by

u$l~g:

DROP INDEX <index_naMe> FROK <tabla_na.e>;

Another permanent index attribute is an option to
prevent missing values from being stored in an
index. Unlike the unique index option, the missing
option does not prevent missing values from being
stored in the data set. This feature is useful if the
variable(s) contain many missing values that would
make the index large and thus slower to access
than if they were excluded. By default, missing
va'ues are stored in an index.

An

_ie:

CREATE UNlQIIE INDEX EHl'HUIt ON
E.. PlOYEE (ErtP....... );

CREATE INDEX NAMES ON EHPLOVEE
(l-ASTNAHE, FRSTNAI1E)';:

DROP INDEX SALARY FRDn EnPLOYEEi

For more details on indexes, see the paper tilled
'Version 6 SAS Data Base System Architecture:
Current and Future Features' by Steve Beatraus
and Billy Clifford presented at SUGI 13.

Syntax and Semantics
There are several SAS software products that allow
you to create and use indexes. Each will be brieny
described.

1.

ttODlfY EHPLOYEEi
J~PEX

An index is called a regular index if it contains the
values of only one variable. A composite index
contains the values for more than one variable
concalenated to form a single value. A given data
set may have multiple regUlar andlor composite
indexes.

3.

The IML procedure allows you to create a
regular index with the following statement:

4.

The SAS Display Manager System supports a
SERVICES comn1and that presents a primary
menu for creating and reviewing indexes.
Typing 'SERVICES' on the command line
creates a screen that contains a list of
·libnames and members. An example is:

--------------------------------------------..:-------------_ SASUSER
_ tII:IRI:

The
DATASETS
procedure
supports
statements that allow you to createanct delete
indexes, and to specify the UNIQUE and
NOMISS options.

AlOFILE
TDT

CATM.:06
DATA

Typing 'C' (for contents) in the action field for
WORK will create a new screen that lists
attributes about the data set TEST.

Identify the target data set by using:
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Dab Set " - : 1«lIR:K. TEST

ihe where clause are checked for being
indexed, including being Ihe first variable of a
composite index. The where clause optimizer
selects ·a single index to provlde- a coarse
filter for records returned to the supervisor.
The supervisor may do a final filtering of
records that get returned to the application if
the engine returns records that only partially
satisfy the where clause .

""lI'lnl.. s~ 2
••corGi Lan:
1
hl.tori .eC'or-"s~ •
OIo:j;...vat:j .... ,.~

er-.at...d: :II
Last ""ClUted: .0

1.'

c..r.,sH: NO

2

"X

Y

T,-p ..

L ••

.... •
.... •

Index:
P9:s;

,

Fer_t:
• "hr_t; _ _ _ ,

,

Lalf • .l;

I"".lI; _ _
Pas; .e.
Lebel:

~a

An index is selected for optimization only if
both of the foflowing conditions are true.
First, the selected index must be the
cheapest, that is, setect the fewest records
among all indexes that cau[d be used. And
second, reading the estimated number of
records from the candidate index must be
cheaper than a sequential pass of the entire
data set. The algorithm that estimates the
cost to USe an index includes the number of
data set buffers in its computation.

...... t% _ _ _ ,

Inf.,.--t: _ _ _ ,

,,
I

To create an index, type 'INDEX CREATE" on
the command line. A smaller screen appears
that provides fields for specifying the index
attributes.

,
I

(;0_1'1. "'''' .. ,.

I p"lease oI'II'flne -the ne ... lndu: and
I

K.y ""1".,, IIIIS1: II.· unl"II.;

"J:!;!ljn:t va!.".:I; .,...

"flr"tted~

.nte,.·oR:~

'I'E$
'I'ES

t. o;re.. t", lnodex.

foM)

-NO

IEnte ... y,.,.hiti.es If It 15 • ,,_asit. I"III'X (! fo,. url .."'l.
I
Us-U
I
I

,

You can review the indexes that exist and
delete any that are no longer needed by
typing 'INDEX REV[EW' on the command line.
Cu..aIlCi """,.

2.
Indl"x: X
o,.Uan:S1 UNQUE
Va'" lalilt-s: lC

MISSING

Iftll.ln .,

3.
Wilen Indexes are Used
Use of an index provides two major benefits. The
first is fast access to a 'small subset· of the
records represented in the index. And second, all
values relrieved via the index are returned in
sorted order.
1.

When BY processing is specified, the base
engine looks for an index, including a
composite· index. that matchs the variables in
the BY statement. If such an index is found, it
is used to retrieve the desired records and
thus eliminates the need to sort the data set.
When a BY statement and a WHERE statement
are bath used, the same index wi!! be used for
optimization if one can be found that satisfies
both the WHERE and the BY requirements.
However, use of a BY statement may prohibit
the use of an index for where clause
optimization if no index exists that can be
used for both purposes.
Where clauses in PROC SQL are passed
down to the base engine ami thus use
indexes as described above. In· addition,
when performing a join operation On twa
tables, PROC SQl will look for an index that
matches the join variables to optimize the
processing.
If you use PROC IML, you must explicitly
specifiy that an index be used for read, delete,
list, or append operations via the [NDEX
command. [f the named index exists, it is
used to retrieve the desired records. If the
index does not exist, it is created, and then
used for record retrieval.

Indell Tradeoffs

The base engine automatically tries 10 use
existing indexes to optimize WHERE and BY
statement processing. Variables specified· in

As with many performance improvements, there is
a cost associated with the use of an index.
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1.

2.

3.

Uf"AGES : Ij
lEVEls = 0;
WHILE « LOLEV > 1 J

Extra CPU cycles and II0s are necessary to
create and maintain an index. When a new
value for an indexed variable is added to the
data set, 11 must also be added to the
appropriate index(es). When a value is
deleted from the data set, the value must be
deleted from the appropriate index(es). And
when a value changes, the old value must be
. deleted and the new value added to the
affected index(es).
The use of an index requires extra memory
for page buffers. Opening the data set opens
the index file, but none of the indexes. Unless
an index is aclually used, then no page
buffers are allocated. The number of buffers
allocated for a given index depends upon the
number of levels in the index tree and the
data set open mode. The maximum number
of buffers needed per accessed index is three
for an open mode of input, and four for an
open mode of update.
Extra disk space on a separate file is required
to store the index's data structures. A rough
approximation to the amount of disk space
required can be calculated by plugging values
for PSIZE, VSIZE, UVAl, NOBS, and WASTE
into the following equations:
:Let PSIZE
VSIZE
UVAL

HOBS

~

=

the

{

CURLEY = (LOLEV • IlAXEHT - 1 I I
HAXEHT;
UPACES UPAGES • CURLEY;

LOtEV

4.

variable"~ $t~e

variable
tol:a~ nunbar of. oc.~rrenCBS of
(i.e. nunber of reoords in the

set)

For a UNIQUE index .. MOBS = UVAL
lPAGES = rnnllber of hUilf
(i.e. boiton-level) index

_s

p,a:Q@.$

UPAGES

number of upper-level index

HAX£NT

.axi.un number of entries on an

HSIZE

20 bytes for P39& header (on

RSIZE

8 bytes

~er-level

page

MOst 32 bit Machines)
~or

record identifier

.O$t 32 bit

~achine$)

OFF

=2

PGNO

= number
4 bytes for storage of
(on mosi 32 bit

bytas for each offset jf th&
index 1$ not uniQUil (on InOst
32 bit .aChines)
a if the! index is U10iqua

5.

page

.. iitC:blne$ )
= D.IO if tt\e variabl."s values.
in the daia sat are MOstly
in ascending ord....
0.30 if the variable's values
in the dais set are MIC"tdoMly
ordared

= 0.50 if the variabl.'$ value$
in the dat. 5@t are .o~tly
in descending order

lPAGES = ( ( (HOBS • IRSIZE + OFFSET)) +
(UVAl M (VSIZE + OFFSET)) +

(PSIZE - HSIZE - II I • (1.0 •

6.

WASTE:' ) ,I (PSIZE - HSIZE1;

LOLEV

Ij

The total number of pages for the index is
UPAGES + lPAGES. Note that this number
does not include the pagels) for Ihe index
directory. For mosl applications there will
only be one directory page for the index file.

the variable

HAXENT

+

This formula was used to estimate the size of
the index file for 'an index on the Usage Notes
variable
PROD.
Using
PSIZE=6144,
VSIZE=8,
UVAL=23.
NOBS=6176,
and
WASTE = .30
produces
UPAGES = 1
and
LPAGES=14. Adding UPAGES, lPAGES, and
1 for the directory page gives a lotal of 16
pages. the actual index file size.
It is not always possible for the base engine's
where clause processor to determine with
great accuracy when to use an index for
optimization or when to use a sequenlial pass
of the dala set. This is the "small subset"
problem mentioned above.

index page size

ind@x~

~art.

WASTE

LEVELS

)

= trullber of unique values for the

(on

=

: CURLEY;

L~~£ls ~

= VSIZE
(PSIZE - HSIZEI
+ PGNQ);

I

(OFF'

= LI'ACES;
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The minimum and maximum values, the
number ·of records, and the assumption of a
uniform value distribution over the minimum
and maximum range is used to estimate how
many records a parUcular where clause
condilion (for example, AGE > 35) will select.
If the value distribution is not uniform. or the
minimum andlor maximum values are skewed
significantly from the rest of the values, then
the cost estimate will not be very accurate
and a less efficient access method may be
chosen.
Any procedure or data step that makes a copy
or a new version of a data set with indexes
must rebuild the indexes for the new data set.
This will consume extra resources .

For example, given data set A with indexes,
"DATA A; SET A;" will create a new version of
A without indexes. And when the old version
of A is deleted. Ihe indexes are also deleted.
The indexes, if desired, must be recreated (for
example, via PROC DATASETS) for the new
version of A.
Since the index(es) for a data set are stored
in a separate file, any manipulation of files
wilhout the use of SAS Soltware must

7.

oonsider the optional index file.
An index defined with the NOM15S option may
not be able to be used for optimization if the

5.

operation expects to indude missing values.

Effects of the INDEX Option
Base: no- indexes
~ffects

New: one index

TOOLS FOR EXPERIMENTATION

are Hew/Basa

Change

Change in

Change in

in CPU

EL.PSED

110 (cXCP

As
mentioned
in
the
beginning;
optimal
performance for an application requires some
experimentation with the various tuning options.
This section idenlifies some facilities available for
the collection of data used to assist in the
evaluation of options .

Ti.a

.uD
REPORT

DATCH
FSEDI
FSED2
FSED3

fSED4
FSED5
fSED6

6.8
.68

2.7
I.'
.79
• 69

•• 065
1.1
1..

11.

.58
3.7

.n
.22
.3•

•••14
1.8
1.3

IS.
. 67
4.3
1.2

A, PROC CONTENTS provides information aboul
the physical characteristics of a data set that
are useful when trying to select an optimal
page size. Important values are:

.11
.19

••• 32

2.3
1.1

"'Observations"

nobservation

All programs retrieving data using a where clause
(REPORT. FSED2. FSED3. and FSED4) showed
improved performance due to optimization via the
index. FSED4 searches for a value not in the data
set Without an index, the entire data set (1256
pages) must be searched, but the index can
determine tllat the value does not exist very
quickly, Thus FSED4 with an index is 300 times
cheaper than FSED4 without an index. Updates to
the indexed dala sel. however. are more costly. In
addilion, extra mass storage is required for the
16-page index file.

Guidelines for
Performan<:e

Using

the index to be used to optimize where
clauses that will select missing values.
An index performs best When it is requested
to retrieve a ~mall number or records.
'Small" is difficult to quantifY, but an upper
limit is surely no more than half of the records
in the data set.

Indexes

to

-nullbel"" of nondell!!tl!d. records:

~ength"

in the data sat

-record size in
bytll!ls

--"NO" rtK:Ords: a ....
not cO«IPressed

"CQ4nPressed"

-·'YE$'" records

"Data Sat Paga Size'"
"NUllbet'

of

D~ta

set Pages"

"Firs" oata 'ag.'·

are coaIiPressad
-size of the data
.sAt P_ge.s;
-total number of
pages i~ the data
s ..t
-page nunbar of

the Page
(:or'ltainir.g the
first data record.

1Je&der r.eords
"'l1a)( ODs per- Page""

Improve

"Index File Page Size"

.~

stored in front of
the data r.cords

-.aximu. nUMber of
data records that
a pags can hold

-nuMber of data
records in the
fi~$t data Pace

-size of

the

index

file PlllgeS, if
there is an index

1.

2.

3.

4.

""Nunb'er of Index Fi-l. Pages"-tota1 nUllber of

Keep the number of indexes created to a
minimum 10 reduce disk slorage and to
reduce index update costs. If the data set is to
be updated frequently, the cost to update
many indexes may be significant.
The where. clause oost estimation routine is
most accurate if the indexed variable's values
are uniformly dislribuled and Ihe minimum
and maximum values are oonsislent with the
rest of Ihe values.
Don't create an index unless the data set is at
least three pages long. U's faster to access
the data set sequentially.
Don't use the NOM ISS attribute if you expect

pages in
fi1e

the

index

Wilh this information, you can determine how
close to optimal the default page size is and
experiment wilh various BUFSIZE v"lues to
improve it. Note that "First Data Page: "Max
Obs per Page: and 'Obs in First Page" are
only provided by PROC CONTENTS for an uncompressed reoord data set. . These values
have little meaning For a dala set with
compressed reoords since each record may be
a differenl size.
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CONCLUSION

Below is sample output from PROC CONTENTS
for an un-compressed data set.

New Version 6 SAS Features and options provide a
means
Obi.,. .... tlanlS:
1I'i11'1'hlloln:
ItlcFelC_s:

Ditta Set: 10111111$: T£ST. TES'2
H . . .flr TYIIIII:

:O,l,TII.

En-title:
Created:

'1/(,0.

Llist HlldHhd: '2t;fEBS9;11111.aZ
D;ot;l

s.t

:S
~

Obs.rvatliln 'lentlll": 31
Doeleotlj!'!I ObserutJot1s;: a
C"lIp,.,ssedt
NO

2"F£:bM:17:1t.:.54
Typ.:

Lltb.l;
-----AlpnabeUc l i d of- Vllrhbles .a-nd ,lr,ttrlb-utes-----

•

'liar fa1lo1.,

,

00.
m_

I

5

Po<

--

5

IN_

Cllat
CIHlr

:>.ALARV

H_

0
0

AGE

0
0

Cilar

for

the

SAS

10
21

•

U"'Clua

QP'tlon

VoIIluas

"

-------------- PROORAH;ADP -------------I/O

li"
;5

Elapsed

,
•

t::Qt1POI

LNN4':
SALARV

Dlt. Set Pili- !IlIl:III:

B. The

Vitrz

var5

LNN£

DOIS

F1W"

1

IIli09-6

CPU Tille

BASE

11:08.73

a:O'.~8

~13

BUFNQ

0;08.9 •
0.07.76

413
315

BltFSIZE

11:02.18

0:08.68

294

D:04.9a

1.43.67

6344

HlI:IIIolI-er g.f Data Set P;;I'U!>:

I
1

Max gb-e; p'ilr Page:
Db,. in FIrst Dllt.. PII:sIc,

85
OJ

INDEX

r",dl-x Flh Pegll Size:

401-6

measurement

of

computer

~~~------~-~~-

PRO~RAn=REPORT

Elapsed

utilized is more difficult and very host·s:pec1fic.

CPU time and elapsed time can be measured
by using the following statement:

OPTIONS STIMER;
This option will cause CPU time and elapsed
time used to be written to the log after the
execution of each procedure. The format and
conlent of the messages is host-dependent and
is similar to the following IBM MVS example:
TfI~

r.KIiE:

PROCEDURE &OO-reNl's lISoe-d: the folhw1ng re-so ...,.ct's:
CPU tJlI-e
- U;OQ,QC.Lt

------~----

I/O

resources

I«lTf:,

Ti. .

• ; ••• 76
0;00".66

Flr90t Dllt • .pll!l':

I)f I-nCl'>II F1li! I""SII(I$; 4

2~

(EXCPI

NAHE

CPU Tilile

TiMe

c"""t

BASE

0:01.45

1:27.56

BUFNO
BUFSIZE
COI1PRESS
INDEX

0:01.51

.:27.§3

1280
1281

0:01.0'1

G:17.1.5

658

0:04.06
0:00.98

-0:07.'97

364

0.16.07

858

-------------- PROGRAM=BATCH -----------I/O

PI!:OCF;:DURI": CONT£NTS p..-inhd pall"'; 1-2.

E"hp ... d tin .. - 00,00:01;15
£)i(c;p coOu-nt
- 051
Tiislo; .,"' • .;or-V - 2&61(; '~d.1l d."';.~

(EXCPI
Count

NAHE

COI'I'PR'ESS

... .unllo.r

to

APPENDIX: Actual Perfonnanee Data

•
•

lIIuli uf

UnlqulI

programmer

tune

applications For improved performance.
The
guidelines presented must be viewed as general
statemenls of use and not guarantees of belter
performance_
Since
many
Factors
affect
performance. experimenting. with these options is
the best way to determine how your application will
benefit

,

Elap.sed

lEXCfI)

CpU Tbe

Ti..

COlJnt

BASE

0:06.02

BUF",.

0,06.12
0.04.65
0.20.28
0.16.06

1:14.19
1:10.'97

3849

0:.50.3U

1983

0:38.31

1101
16670

NAHE

pr(lSl"-".}

C. The systems analyst at your site may have
better tools For measuring performance so that
you can delermine the most effective use of the
options described in this paper.

BUFSlZE

COHPRESS
INDEX
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"t:37.21

3850

-------------- PROGRAH=rSEDl ------------

--------------

PRDGR~"=FSED5

------------

I/O
Elapsed

NIonE

CPU

n_

Ti-.

110

Elapsed

(EXCP)

eo-1

MAIlE

CPU Tjae

Thoe

(EXCPI
Count

BASE

0:02.75

~.lD.97

21

BASE

I:U.al

0:02.68

5'1

(IIlFNO

1:02.76

11

BUF,",

':U.62

0:13.18

51

11

BUfSIZE

1.0l.59

1:8:1.-;18

~

8

c~rRE$S

0.01.1'

';02.44

IND£X

0.01.7.

8:04.77

23
133

BUf'SIZE

1:82.7"

0.09.45
0.01.56

cotIPRESS

0.02.15

0:11.%8

INDEX

0:02.75

0:01.75

""

---~------~--- PROGRAH=FSED2 ------------

~------------- PROGR~~FSED'

-----------110

I/O
El.apsed

HAIlE

CPO TtlW!!

Ti.a

0:03.87

0:23.96

(EXtr)
Count

£1apsed

NAHE

CPU TiIM-

Ti. . ·

(EXCP)
Count

0·,01.38

O:.g2.~7

59

0:01.3'9'

0:'02:.3-0

58

498

BASE
BUFNO
8I.IFSIlE

0:1)1.37

O,OL7S

34

•• 11.9'

287

CottPRESS

0:0:1 .. 50-

0:01.7.5

0:05.24

101

INDEX

1:01.39

0: 0-2 .8'9

23
6.

BASE
BUFNO
BUFSIZE

0:03.93

0:.23.93

937
933

0:03.6"

D;16.62

COI1PRESS

0:05.61

IHnEX

0:03.04

-------------- PROGRAM=FSED3 ------------

Elapsed

I/O
(EMep)

Tiae

Coun1

0.04.41

0:30.47

1309

0:04.47

1:30.72

1309

0:04.06

0:20.2:5

665

0:07.06

0'12.59
0,10.80

ftAHE

CPU "'(iae

BASE

BUFNO
BUFSIZE
COHPRESS

INDEX

.,03.04

.,.
2<19

-------------- PROGRAH=FSED4 -----------110

nap"""
MAIlE

BASE
BUFHO

(ExePI

cpO liMe

TilM

eo""t

.~G3.10

0:54.40

IhO:S.~5

O:S5~04

2531
2531
1294
706

BUFSXZE

0:62..44

0:38 .. 72

CDftPRESS
INBEX

0.88.51

0.15.72
0.00.08

0:10.02
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